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1 
The present invention relates to combined 

illuminating and sterilizing units. 

‘1 Claim. (01. Mil-51.11) 

A vapor electric sterilizing lamp that generates - 
and transmits strong actinic rays is highly injuri 
ous to the human eye and so is not ueful for 
illumination. Since the glass tube ‘of the ordinary 
vapor electric lamp intercepts such actinic rays, 
such-lamp is without utility for sterilization. 

It is among the objects of the present invention 
to combine in a single unit the utilities of a vapor 
electric illuminating lamp and of a vapor electric 
sterilizing lamp, with complete efficacy of the 
lamp for illumination and for sterilization and 
without jeopardy to the eye-sight of the person 
looking at the lamp while in use. 
Another object is to attain the foregoing objec 

tives without resort to highly specialized, uncon 
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ventional. complicated and costly constructions - 
that require specialized mounting _ and terminal 
equipment, but on the contrary to attain the com 
bined result by resort to a vapor electric lamp unit 
of substantially conventional external appearance 
with substantially conventional ?laments and 
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terminals and of substantially conventional size “ 
and shape of tube. 
In the accompanying drawings in which is 

shown one or more ‘of various possible embodi 
ments of the several features of the invention,‘ 

Fig. 1 is a more or less diagrammatic view show 
ing the combined‘ illuminating and sterilizing 
lamp and ?xture combination as installed. 

Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view transversely 
I through Fig. 1, and 

a Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of. another em 
bodiment of the lamp unit per se. 
Referring now to Fig. 1, the lamp of conven 

tional appearance may include a cylindrical tube 
T having end disks or plugs It and ii and having 
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rays or ultra-violet rays shorter than those in‘the 
visible spectrum. ~ 
The remainder of the transparent tube, that is, 

the section or strip is thereof intervening be 
tween the. edges iii-and 20 of the plain glass sec 
tion is desirably also trough-shaped and is of 
suitable material, which is substantially trans 
parent to the ultra violet or short wave, actinic or 
sterilizing rays. Section I8 may be of quartz, but 
is preferably of specialized glass transparent to 
ultra violet or sterilizing rays. One familiar type 
of such glass is characterized by containing about 
two per cent of boric oxide and having low iron 
oxide and titanium oxide content. The section 
It, desirably of the same thickness as section ii, 
is bonded at its lateral edges as a unitary and in 
tegral part of the plain glass section i'i. prefer 
ably by autogenous bonding or fusing of the sec 
tions under heat as at it and 20. Desirably the 
edges of contact between the plain and the ultra 

I violet glass sections extend radially of the tube. 
as shown, for promoting facility of assembly. 
The sterilizing section it should be so arranged 

that it is behind the plain glass section in use, in 
order to assure protection to the persons exposed 
to the lamp. ' . 

By way of example, the complementary sec; 
tions ill and it may extend each for half the 
periphery of- the tube. but ordinarily the plain 
glass section will extend along a greater arc than 
the ultra violet glass section. The ultra violet 
glass section It is illustratively shown as of 60 de 
gree width in Fig. 2 and such section it’ as of 90 
degree width in, Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the reference 
numerals for corresponding parts are the primed 

In a preferred installation, the lamp is mounted 
' in a ?xture which may be conventional and pre 

a pair of terminal prongs It at one end vconnected ' 
by the ?lament i3 and a like pair of terminal 
prongs it at the opposite end connected by the 
?lament it. The ?laments are covered with 
thermionic material. such as barium' oxide ‘and 
the chamber is ?lled with low pressure gas, pref-/ 
erably noble gas. and with a small amount of 
mercury. The inside of the transparenttube T 
is coated with the usual ?uorescent paint it. 
According to the invention, the transparent 

tube T is of composite construction. A continu 
ous trough-shaped portion i1, extending from 
end to end of the tube T, is of the type of glass 
customary for lighting, ordinarily of lead or lime 
glass, which. while transparent to the luminous 
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‘rays, is substantially impervious to the actinic. so 

sents spaced sockets 22 for the terminal prongs 
l2 and it. The sockets 22 are of the conventional 
construction ‘in which‘ the pair of prongs at each 
end of the lamp are not in the plane of the sheet 
as shown, but in a. plane perpendicular thereto. ' 
The ?xture is equipped with a reflector 23 

which may be continuous and conventional. 
Preferably, however, it departs somewhat from 
the conventional in that its mid-section is open 
at 24 for the length of the re?ector and desirably 
has intumed flanges 25 substantially registering 
with the lateral edges of the sterilizing section I8. 
Thus, in use of the lamp, with the re?ector as 

customary either behind or above the luminous 
unit, the sterilizing section It is always behind 
the glass section I! so that the actinic rays that 
pass through said sterilizing section it will not 
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reach the eyes of the persons near the ?xture. I 
The actinic rays pass through the opening 24 of 
the re?ector to perform their sterilizing e?ect and 
are dissipated by the wall above or behind, so that 
they cannot possibly do injury to the eyes or the 
persons in the room. , ' 

It will be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the use of any particular type of vapor 
electric lamp but may be incorporated in struc 
tures of either the hot cathode type illustrativeiy 
shown, or the cold cathode type, it being merely 10 

important that the luminous vapor emit potent ~ ' 
actinic rays. It will also be understood of course 
that the invention could be carried out in a struc 
ture generally of the type of the prior Patent No. 
2,298,336, issued October 13, 1942, on application 
01' Maynard A. Babb, in which the unit is mounted 
from one end only. 
Changes could be made in the above construc 

tion and di?erent embodiments of this invention 
could be made without departing from the scope 
of the claim. It is intended that all matter con 
tained in the above description or shown in the 
accompanying drawing shall ‘be interpreted as 
illustrative and'not in a limiting sense except to 
the extent that such limitations: are imposed by 
the appended claim. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
entis: 
A combined lighting and sterilizing ?xture com 

prising a terminal and carrier structure for a 
vapor electric lamp, a vapor electric lamp carried 
therein and having disks at the opposite ends 
thereof, electrodes carried thereby, said lamp hav 
ing a tubular casing, the entire length of which 
for the major portion of the peripheral area 
thereof being 01' glass characterized by substan 
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4 
tial impervlousness to the ultra violet rays gen 
erated in the lamp and transparency to visible 
rays. said glass portion extending along substan 
tially that area of the lamp which in the installed 
?xture is directly exposed to view, the remaining 
area of the lamp tube, thatis, the portion which 
in the installed fixture is behind said glass por 
tion being of ultra violet glass and being bonded 
as a unitary portion with the edges of the glass 
portion, said fixture including a re?ector for pro 
jecting the light through the ?rst glass portion 
to the ?eld of vision, said re?ector presenting a 
passageway therethrough concealed from view by 
the lamp and having radiating walls the length 
thereof registering with the lateral edges or the ’ 
ultra violet glass portion for permitting the ster 
ilizing action without injury to the eyes. ' 
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